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ALMA Operations and NAASC Plan: some
general points

• “The Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO) is primarily a service organization
for conducting the activities in Chile that are required to acquire, certify,
and archive  the scientific data for the User communities. The interface to
ALMA for each of these communities is an ALMA regional center
(ARC).”  AOP

• Canada has committed to support North American ALMA operations at
the level of 7.25% of the total NA contribution to the combined: (i)
ALMA Chilean operations, (ii)  the ARC core functions, and  (iii) the
office of Chilean affairs. Does not include ‘Enhanced’ services. Canadian
participation in Ops planning includes an annual F-F meeting, regular
telecons, and representation on governing and advisory committee.

• Staffing planning is organized by divisions, but clearly specific duties
will be diverse.
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 “The operational model is dictated by the diverse community that will benefit from the
unique scientific capabilities of ALMA. When an instrument as transformational as
ALMA comes on-line, it modifies the behavior of the entire astronomical community.
People who have no experience with synthesis imaging will want to use ALMA. Thus,
ALMA should be “easy to use” by novices and experts alike. Astronomers need not be
experts in aperture synthesis to use ALMA. Automated image processing will be
developed and applied to most ALMA data, with only the more intricate experiments
requiring expert intervention.”

Transformational
instrument dictates
new operational
model

PdBI
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Regional ALMA Operations Organization

 NSF request -- separate Ops plan by:
    a. Internationally agreed-upon core functions
    b. North American required core functions
    c. Enhanced functions: “Advanced Science Support”

Regionally funded
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The NAASC at NRAO
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Advanced Science Support
     “For a very modest increase in budget (~ 15%), we can expand the

scope of the ARC to include activities performed at the NAASC for the
benefit of the U.S. astronomical community in order to fully leverage
the transformational nature of the ALMA observatory. ALMA will
appeal to a much broader range of astronomer than traditional radio
observatories, and these investigators expect more complete services.
We note that in Europe such advanced functions are regionally
supported, and hence outside the ARC core functions and outside ESO
funding. The US community has no such regional funding line. The
advanced science support functions are  required to keep the US
community scientifically competitive with the ALMA partners.”

• Advanced User Support
• Community Professional Development (student

programs, schools and workshops)
• Postdoctoral fellows and researchers
• ALMA EPO
• User Grants program advocate
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Advanced User Support: beyond an
electronic ‘helpdesk’

• Organize observing and reduction (traveling?) tutorials
• Expert post-observation user support
• Support for special, large, and legacy projects
• Reprocessing  complex datasets
• Advanced analysis and simulation development
• Develop advanced observation planning tools
• Improved cookbooks/data analysis docs
• Improved pipeline heurtistics and observing techniques

Staff: 2 Astronomers and 2 scientific
Programmers in 2010+
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Community Professional Development:
promote health of the mm community

• Prize fellowships: Support Jansky Fellows program (4)
• ALMA postdocs: 25% service (3)
• ALMA students (2)
• Visiting scientist program
• Run science workshops
• Organize and run summer schools
    a. Joint sponsorship of NRAO Synth. Imaging
    b. Joint mm techniques schools with other mm observatories
    c. Intensive traveling university courses on mm astronomy

Staff: 2 astronomers starting in 2009+
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Education and Public Outreach: excite
the tax payers (M. Adams)

     “As a scientific project of extraordinary scope and promise, ALMA is an
opportunity to implement a vigorous education and public outreach
program that delivers the scientific excitement and technological
excellence of the Project to the astronomical community; to the general
public; to students and teachers of all ages; to science museums and
planetariums; and to the media”.

• Managed by EPO division, coordinated with NAASC head
• International ALMA EPO working group: coordination of

press releases, project brochures and  exhibits, Chilean
outreach and education (Chair: Mark Adams)

• EPO in N.A.: AAS meetings, EPO web site, U.S. press
releases, educational material, museums and science
exhibits…

Staff of 5, ramping up starting in 2008.
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ALMA core functions specific to NA
• Office of Chilean Affairs: legal requirement to do busness in Chile.
Note: All local hiring by AUI. Includes: scientst legal representative,
fiscal/procurement, business, HR.

Total staff supported by NAASC = 5 starting 2008.

• SIS mixer development: “The international project has recognized that
ALMA operations must support continuing research in SIS mixer
development and then support cartridge upgrades when significant benefits
are possible.  Key  to such support is the continued funding of  SIS foundary
work. Microfrabrication labs are a major resource for US astronomy and for
ALMA.  In the short term, repair and maintenance of existing receivers at the
ALMA integration center may not be feasible in many cases as only the
maker of the SIS receiver is qualified to repair it and return it to its original
specifications. In the long term, ALMA hopes to continue to improve the
capability of its receivers, such as improved 1/f noise for total power
measurements, and at the highest frequencies, new technology is being
developed to approach quantum noise limited receivers.”

Current investment: $400k/year
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The North American ALMA Science
Center (NAASC): summary

• The North American ARC Operations
• Basic user support (electronic helpdesk)
• Mirror of ALMA Archive
• Bilaterally agreed upon services

• Chilean Technical Support
• Maintenance & Repair of NA delivered hardware/software
• Development of additional obs capabilities/techniques**

• Advanced Science Support (~15%)
• Full user support (the person behind the desk)
• Postdocs,students,visitors, workshops, schools
• EPO
• Advanced S/W development**
• User Grants program

**Potential community involvement
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User Grants Program Advocate
• $8M user data analysis grants program (US$2013??)

• Grants tied to successful observing proposals
• Would provide ~$3.3k/hour observing time
• Strongly endorsed by last Decadal Report for Astronomy &

Astrophysics for all new NSF funded facilities -- ALMA is
‘test case’

• Positive response from ANASAC, ALMA Town Meetings
• Support theory, archive grants (10%)
• Minimum size = $10k, but continue page charges++

• For comparison, other user grants programs ($2006):
• HST: $21M/yr
• Spitzer: $22M/yr
• Chandra: $11M/yr

“The Observatory’s sole motivation is to see that U.S. ALMA users have the support
they need to achieve their scientific goals, and ensure that they are not at a competitive
disadvantage compared to Europe, where staff do not have to generate grant income to
cover their summer salaries and generally have guaranteed access to travel funds etc…
Without adequate funding for research, we could well get into a situation of helping
build a facility that our partners will be in a better position to use than we are.”
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The NAASC at NRAO
• DSAA: Sci.Staff ‘support’, Jansky program…

(Frail)
• EPO  (Adams)
• E2E (Radziwill)
   a. PST/OT
   b. CASA development w. EVLA
   c. Archive/VO  w. GBT, EVLA
• NTC (Webber)

Long range vision: Pan-NRAO ‘Array science center”
Many ‘enhanced’ services are telescope-generic.
Coordinated efforts will capitalize on H/W, S/W, and
scientific expertise from 75 MHz to 900 GHz
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Key NAASC Tasks For 1st Science (2010)
• Scrub ALMA operations plan with JAO/execs:  Summer 2006
     Rebaselined project, Japan, ‘down-streaming’ tasks   (Hibbard)
• Proposal to NSF to fund ALMA operations:  Fall 2006
     Economy-of-scale within NRAO,  Community involvement in development
      Pre-reviews by NRAO, AUI, ANASAC   (Carilli)

• Develop calibrator & spectral line databases 2006
• Participate in tests of major software systems (PST, pipeline, offline) 2006
• CASA S/W development 2006
• Inform community of science capabilities, observing modes, available resources, via

meetings, workshops, webpages; solicit feedback 2007

• Testing data reduction scripts/cookbooks 2007

• Improved user documentation 2008

• Proposal preparation/user support, user tutorials (proposal call 2009) 2008

• Participate in Commissioning 2008

• Proposal review/scheduling 2009
• Post-observation user support: help users with offline data reduction; re-reduce data;

submit bugs (QA3) starting 2010
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NAASC Status:
• C. Carilli replaces P. Vanden Bout as NAASC head May 1 2006.
• J. Hibbard is Acting Head of NA ARC. C. Brogan is head of ARC Science Division (a division of 1!).
• An internal review of the “NA ALMA Operations and NAASC Staffing Plan” was held on April 11th.

Panel members included representatives from GBT Ops, NM Ops, e2e, EVLA, Fiscal, HR, the
Directors Office, and NRC. Delta review planned Oct 9

• Presentations on the NAASC were made to NSF on April 24 2006. A formal proposal is due to NSF
by the end of October 2006.

• Ops Working Group + ARC heads meetings: various Aug -- Oct  (Hibbard lead)
• F2F meeting with diFrancesco and Knee Aug06  to discuss the role of Canada in NA ALMA

operations. Canadian participation at all levels of planning and review.
• “ALMA North American Science Advisory Committee” (ANASAC) addressed charges on NAASC

plan at F2F Sept 29,30. Monthly telcon with NAASC and NRAO Director.
• NAASC holds informational and planning meetings on first Wednesday of each month. Attended by

NRC representative, NRAO ALMA construction personnel, and any interested NRAO staff.
• First NAASC Workshop “From z-Machines to ALMA: (sub)mm Spectroscopy of Galaxies” was held

at NAASC Jan 13-14 2006. 75 participants. Wildly successful. Programs and talks posted at
http://www.cv.nrao.edu/naasc/zmachines/. Next workshop: “Through Disks to Stars and Planets”
June 2006 (Brogan chair SOC).

• Town Meetings held at last two winter AAS meetings. Talks posted at http://www.cv.nrao.edu
Special Session planned for Calgary AAS and IAU (Prague, August) and ALMA Madrid meeting
(November), plus AAS Jan 2007.

• Work has begun on defining international EPO working group to facilitate collection and
disemmination of “All Things ALMA”. Plans for ALMA Chilean EPO are being developed.

• NAASC webpage: http://www.cv.nrao.edu/naasc/. Work has been done on developing mm/submm
calibrator & spectral line database.

• Support 4 CASA programmers for ALMA software development
• NAASC Personnel participate in tests of all major software systems (PST, pipeline, offline)
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Early Science operations
(16 element array): 2010q3 

Chilean tech support  31

NA ARC                     18

Adv.Sci. Serv.            14

EPO                             5

Chilean Affairs             5

Astronomers          18

Archive  Support      5

Programmers         21

Engineers               12

Postdocs/students   5

Other                       12

3 elem CSV  2009q1

2elem OSF 
2008q2
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Questions for the ANASAC

•Are the grants and development charges adequately
presented?

• Should we include the reports as an appendix?

• Single PRC?

• Overall plan: extraneous? Missing?


